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ABSTRACT

For progressive frame based video data it is possible to
use more bit-energy for important bits of the frame to in-
crease the probability that these bits are transfered cor-
rectly in a wireless link. With a progressive bit stream
the usual bit error probability is less important than
the position measure of the first error within the frame.
Here we propose the use of two alternate metrics to dy-
namically fine tune the performance for a link with a low
data rate feedback channel by changing the bit-energy
distribution in the transmitted signal and thereby aid
unequal error protection.

1 INTRODUCTION

High bit-rate connections in the Internet makes video
streams over the network possible. With the introduc-
tion of wireless links in the network we may describe the
end-to-end system as in Figure 1. Note that the wireless
link introduces unreliable channel characteristics.
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Figure 1: Streaming video over wireless link.

Progressive source encoders, such as SPIHT [1], or-
der data within a frame in decreasing importance, as in
Figure 2. This makes the overall bit error probability
less important than the location of the first bit error.
Due to source compression, data decoded after the first
bit error becomes essentially useless. De facto, channel
coding such as FEED [2] and [3] are focused on unequal
error protection and the location of first non-correctable
error for precisely such situations. Herein we wish to in-
vestigate the issue of bit-energy distributions itself. So,
while our analysis ignores any specific channel coding
per sé, the ideas presented are expected to be applied in
concert with such channel coding.
Herein we investigate how bit-energy distribution can

be used for unequal error protection to increase the pos-
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Figure 2: Bit importance vs bit position in a progres-
sively coded video frame.

sibility of a long error free bit sequence. Furthermore
the energy allocation may be adjusted according to cur-
rent channel conditions. For this we also investigate two
metrics that can be used to evaluate different bit-energy
distributions.

2 MODEL

We assume that the video coder produces a fixed frame
rate of progressively coded video data (e.g. SPIHT
video coder). Further, each frame is transmitted as one
unit through the network where it might be deliberately
truncated to variable length by routers that are subjects
of queue congestion, a strategy utilized by the STRIP
protocol [4]. The channel model is AWGN with slowly
varying noise level, which can be assumed to be constant
during a frame. The wireless link is assumed to include
a low data rate feedback path.

3 THE IDEA

With widely varying channel conditions a channel coder
might be expected to change to achieve maximal perfor-
mance. But unfortunately this makes the use of a fixed
hardware channel codec difficult. The idea in this paper
is to use a dynamically adjustable bit-energy distribu-
tion. Schemes for unequal bit error protection through
different energy distribution have been explored before,
such as HQAM [5] or bit-loading in OFDM [6].
Progressive data is sensitive to bit errors in the be-

ginning of a frame, so heuristically more energy should
be assigned for bits in the beginning, one such ad hoc
distribution, shown in Figure 3, is described by

Eb(n) = C
(
1.5e

−10n
N + 0.5

)
(1)
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Figure 3: Normalized bit-energy as a function of bit
position. For different bit-energy distributions.
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Figure 4: Probability that lf = n as a function of n
for a received frame with 10 dB SNR for different bit-
energy distribution. The marks show E{lf} for each
distribution.

where N is the frame length and C is chosen so that
the average frame energy is the same as for the uniform
bit-energy distribution.
As a measure on how much data has passed the chan-

nel without error we use the first error free length lf ,
the length from the beginning of a frame to the first
bit error. For a BPSK signal constellation the bit error
probability for bit n is

pn=Q
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where Q(x)=

1√
2π

∫ ∞

x

e−t2/2dt (2)

and Eb(n) is bit-energy for bit n.
Assuming independent bit errors, the probability that

lf = n, is

P (lf = n) = pn

n−1∏
m=0

(1− pm) . (3)

The expected value of lf is given by

E {lf} =
N−1∑
n=0

nP (lf = n) +N

N−1∏
m=0

(1− pm) (4)

and P (lf ≥ L) is calculated with

P (lf ≥ L) = 1−
L−1∑
n=0

P (lf = n). (5)

4 EXAMPLE CALCULATION

For the bit-energy distribution in (1) with a 10 dB SNR
P (lf = n) is shown in Figure 4 and P (lf ≥ L) is shown
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Figure 5: Probability that lf ≥ L as a function of L
with 10 dB SNR for different bit-energy distributions.

in Figure 5. Calculations of E{lf} give Euniform{lf} =
1272 and Enonuniform{lf} = 2662. In this case the use
of a nonuniform bit-energy more than doubles the er-
ror free length. Note also from Figures 4 and 5 that
the variance of E{lf} is reduced in the nonuniform bit
energy case.

5 CONCLUSION

For a progressive frame based video stream, where the
first bit error location is of more importance than the
overall bit error probability. We show that with a
nonuniform bit-energy distribution the expected error
free length, E{lf}, can be increased over that for a uni-
form bit-energy distribution.
A code to detect the first error and a low bit rate feed-

back channel, for lf or SNR estimate for the last frame,
makes it possible to fine tune the bit-energy distribution
using any of the alternate metrics, E{lf} or P (lf ≥ L).
The search for the optimal bit-energy distribution based
on feedback remains open.
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